UKGEOS Glasgow Geothermal Energy Research Field Site
Workshop for the mine water geothermal science community – detailed
facility description and early sampling requirements
Tuesday 13th November, 09.30-15.00
Cedar Suite, Hugh Nisbet Building, Edinburgh Conference Centre, Heriot-Watt University, EH14 4AS
Aims of the workshop




Give the science community a detailed description of the facility
Get input on time-dependent and ‘early’ sample and infrastructure access. Practicalities and
limitations
Process for application of sampling. Discussion on funding for sampling and analysis.

Agenda
09.30
10.00

12.00
12.15
13.00
14.45
15.00

Arrival, Tea & Coffee
Facility Description
 Overview
 Borehole design
 Environmental monitoring
 Surface infrastructure
 Overview of planned sampling by BGS
Early access sampling requests – the process, funding, what to think about over
lunch.
Lunch
Sampling types in detail – discussion around each type - feedback
Wrap-up: what now – applying for early sample access. Discussion around
influencing future funding
Workshop closes

‘INVITATION to UKGEOS Glasgow Geothermal Research Field Site sampling workshop – 13th
November 2018’
The British Geological Survey (BGS) would like to invite you to a workshop where we will describe in
detail the planned infrastructure at the UKGEOS Glasgow Geothermal Energy Research Field Site
(http://www.bgs.ac.uk/research/energy/esios/glasgow/home.html) and hope to gain input from you
on sampling requests, particularly early access and samples with time-dependent analyses (e.g.
drilling returned water, groundwater from pump testing, cuttings etc).
Time and place: Tuesday 13th November at the Cedar Suite, Hugh Nisbet Building, Edinburgh
Conference Centre, Heriot-Watt University, EH14 4AS [Please note, due to high demand, the venue
has been changed from the BGS Lyell Centre]
9.30am for 10am start until 3pm.
The intended audience for this workshop is the academic science community with interests in mine
water geothermal – i.e. the intended users of the research facility who are interested in the detailed
design and access to sample materials etc.
A form for early access sample and facility access and the timescale/process for application is
available now [please see the meeting invitation, or contact ukegeosenquiries@bgs.ac.uk]
More technical information will be available on request very soon



A summary report on the infrastructure and capability of the UKGEOS site
An overview of the sampling already planned by BGS

Please reply to indicate you would like to attend and contact ukgeosenquiries@bgs.ac.uk with
queries about the workshop or to request the technical reports.
Please forward the invite/agenda to colleagues who may be interested.
Another workshop for longer term and general sampling across both UKGEOS sites is being planned
for late 2018.

